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Celebrating the Subtleties 
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It was Presidents’ Day 1985.  The bitter chill of the season had just begun releasing its grip on the frosty 

70’s-era steel-beamed arena - always in the mix of any reasonable argument for Minnesota’s coldest.  I 

was a freshman center for the Hallock Bears, and nearby Roseau had come to town for a Section 8 high 

school playoff matchup.  Despite it being perhaps the most exciting and memorable game in the rink’s 

nearly 50-year history, I succinctly remember one simple play above all others. 

We were up 5-4 with a little over a minute left in the third, and I was exhausted.  I was on a backcheck, 

focusing-in on the nearest forest green jersey – trying my best to catch up to it as we raced through the 

neutral zone.  I recall thinking at the very last moment that our defenseman across the way must have 

gapped-up perfectly on the puck carrier, since my guy had to turn slightly to straddle the blueline - which 

gave me just enough time to give him an “innocent” little shove and ride him into the zone. 

Offsides. 

And about 60 anxious seconds later - victory. 

Of course, everyone reading this is probably thinking, “That’s one pathetic glory days story.”  I agree.  

However, this isn’t about that.  Instead, it’s about why I still specifically remember that one play 37 years 

later. 

As the offended green-clad Ram boisterously bleated for an interference call, I heard something else 

through the loud din of the arena.  “JONATHAN!!!”  Then again.  It was coming from our bench.  I looked 

over and saw that our coach, only two years removed from college and younger looking than most of my 

teammates, was standing on top of the bench, aggressively leaning forward with one foot high on the 

dasher.  His hands were rapidly alternating between exuberant clapping and vehement pointing.  “YES!!!”  

“NICE JOB!!!”  “WAY TO GO!!!” 
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I had assumed no one had noticed (other than my irate victim).  After all, it was away from the puck and 

was just discreet enough.  But my coach had.  And he was making sure to celebrate that little moment of 

success with me. 

We as coaches are always saying that we want players who see the game well and do the little things.  

However, are we actually celebrating with them when they illustrate it?  Are we noticing?  Are we even 

looking?  It’s easy to focus on the goals, and the hits, and the saves, even the blocked shots.  But are we 

striving to see the little things - the really subtle aspects that make the difference, in not just hockey 

games but in hockey players? 

Whether it’s the published box score at the high school level or the squirt dad asking on the way home 

from the game, “So who had the goals again?” point-getters will always matter in hockey.  It’s 

unavoidable.  And it’s not necessarily a bad thing.  However, we all know that sometimes the most 

valuable players, whether in a specific play, a given game, or over the course of a season, are not those 

who get the most quantifiable results.  So we need to ingrain that perspective in our players by what we 

choose to focus on and emphasize. 

Of course, game film is perfect for this.  It allows a detailed look back to find instances of players doing 

the little things.  If you have the opportunity to review film and then go through it with your team, I 

encourage you to spend the vast majority of the time specifically looking for and pointing out those 

moments - the good and the bad, the well-executed and the missed opportunities.  Unfortunately, 

though, most of us don’t have the time or luxury of regular film sessions; thus, we all need to become 

well-versed at looking for these instances real-time. 

A few examples…  Watch for when a defenseman, instead of just ringing the boards or throwing the puck 

to an area, patiently hangs on to it for an extra split-second in order to make a nice little breakout pass - 

but in the process takes a hard hit.  I can guarantee that over the course of a season, you will see 

several instances of that very play leading to offensive zone time and even goals. 

Or the wing off of a DZ faceoff who commits immediately to busting hard to the shooter to just barely 

disrupt the shot, leading to the puck clearing the zone.  Or the center who diligently finds and lifts the 

stick of an open attacker on the backdoor, thereby letting the goalie cover after a long shift in our zone.  

Or the F3 who is in the perfect position to allow our defenseman to pinch hard down the boards and get 

the puck to the net.  Or the 3rd line that executes really smart puck management - safely chipping it out 

and industriously dumping it in - during their limited shifts in a critical game.  Or the penalty-prone wing 

not retaliating to a dirty hit as the play heads up ice, with only the ref (and you) watching.  Or the star 

scorer, grinding hard in the corner to dig the puck loose - and then taking cross-checks and slashes at 

the top of the crease while others tally points on a goal from the high slot. 
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If we teach these things, we will demand them.  If we demand them, we will gradually see them.  And 

when we see them, we need to celebrate them.  One way to do that is to make sure to go to the player 

individually and say, “Nice job.  I saw what you did there.  Keep it up.”  However, an even more 

meaningful and beneficial approach is to walk through the play with the broader team, either on the 

bench right afterwards or in the locker room later… 

“Hey Billy, that was a heck of a shot.  Great goal.  But you guys know what - you remember what 

happened 20 seconds prior to that shot?  Anyone?  Remember when Tyler got the puck back behind our 

net?  Who got the dish from him?  That was you Joel, wasn’t it?  Was it a nice pass?  Yeah, it was - right 

on your stick.  And then you chipped it up the boards to Kyle who brought it into the zone and found Billy 

across the slot.  Nice job all of you.  But keep in mind, none of this happens if we don’t make that first 

little pass.  Tyler, what happened as you made it?  You got crunched right?  Did it hurt?  I’m sure it did.  

Was it worth it?” 

I can absolutely guarantee you what Tyler’s God’s-honest answer will be at this very moment.  It was 

likely worth it to him even without the accolades.  However, when Coach is intentional enough to not 

only notice the subtle little play he made - but to remember it, and then to publicly connect the dots so 

that the whole team can celebrate it and learn from it - then Tyler is all in.  He is now even more 

committed to finding and doing the little things.  Sure, Coach may not see or acknowledge all of them, 

but Tyler knows what Coach values.  And, even more importantly, the entire team knows what Coach 

values, and they start to value those little things in each other - as well as the ability and the drive within 

themselves to fully commit to executing as many of them as possible.  

That young coach from 1985 left after the following season - if not for greener pastures, at least warmer 

ones.  He’s still coaching (for many years now at an east metro high school), and I have no doubt that 

he’s made a difference in hundreds of young hockey lives, as he did in mine 37 years ago.  And not just 

in how they see the game, but in how they know and value what’s essential for individual and team 

success.  Doing the little things isn’t easy, and it doesn’t come naturally.  Thus, it’s arguably our most 

invaluable job as coaches to search for and study subtleties of the game.  To teach them, to demand 

them, to notice them, and then most importantly - to celebrate them. 

-Jonathan 

Jonathan Lindahl has been a member of the Wayzata Youth Hockey Association since 2001 when his oldest 

of four started in the program.  He is a USA Hockey Level 5 and MSHSL certified coach, and over 16 

seasons head-coached 21 WYHA teams across all boys’ age-levels, from Mites to Junior Gold, as well as 

girls’ 10U-A and 12U-A.  He has coached in eight state tournaments and six state championship games.  In 
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a 24-month stretch ending in March 2016, his three Jr. Gold A teams played a total of 14 overtime periods 

across three state championship games versus Edina - culminating just a week later in an overtime victory 

versus the Hornets in the title game of the 20-team USA Hockey National High School Tournament in 

suburban Washington D.C.  Jonathan was a long-time member of WYHA’s Player Development Committee 

and was the 2015 recipient of the Robert S. McNamara Award for “longstanding, unselfish contribution to 

the Wayzata Youth Hockey Association.”  He has a passion for writing about coaching philosophies, 

strategies, and tactics.  


